
Under Table Cabinet
What’s in the Box / Assembly Instructions

What’s in the Box

Setup Instructions
After unboxing your UTC, there are just a few setup steps to prepare it for use. 

Required Tools

Lay the cabinet on its side or completely invert it to rest on its top so that the bottom of the cabinet is accessible. For 
safety, have a second person assist you with this step. 
TIP: Consider resting the cabinet on the empty, collapsed shipping box for this step to protect the finish of your new cabinet. 
Rest each of the four Locking Casters on the bottom of the cabinet, aligning the holes in the foot plate of the caster with the 
threaded holes in the cabinet. 
Slip one Split Washer followed by one Flat Washer onto each bolt. 
Insert the prepared bolts with washer hardware through the caster footplate and thread them into the holes on the cabinet. 
Tighten all caster bolts using a 14mm wrench.  
Set the cabinet upright such that it is resting on the casters. For safety, have a second person assist you with this step. 
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Installing the Casters

Pull the drawer out to it's maximum extension
Locate the small black lever in the drawer slide shown here
For the right side slides, push down on the lever to release the retention latch.  While 
holding the latch, slide the external portion of the rail slide back to release the drawer.  
For the left side slides, push up on the lever to release the retention latch.
Remove the drawer
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Removing the Drawers

Open the vertical drawer at the right side of your cabinet. 
Install the included Small Hooks and Medium Hooks into the pattern of holes at the desired locations for convenient storage 
of your tools and accessories. 
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Installing the Hooks

A Foam Insert is included in the vertical cabinet drawer which can be cut out for to create a custom fit for specific tools or 
accessories.  it is recommended to lay out your tools and cut the Foam Insert as desired before inserting into the drawer.  
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Customizing the Drawers

Small Hooks - 3
Medium Hooks - 3
Drawer Liners - 3

Foam Insert - 1 

Bolts - 16
Flat Washers - 16

Split Washers - 16
Locking Casters - 4

14mm Wrench

Thank you for purchasing the SawStop Under Table Cabinet (UTC). 
Explore other accessories from SawStop by scanning the QR code. 
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